
Liberal  /  Conservative 

(in the early 1800s) 

 

 

1   What is your opinion of the French Revolution (overall)? 

___    Overall, a positive step forward in Europe’s development (despite the excesses)    

          The upheavals caused by the revolution destroyed the social order and made people’s lives  

 worse than when it started. 

 

2   The Enlightenment 

___   love those enlightenment ideals 

___   it’s just a bunch of French philosophers with their heads in the clouds. 

 

3   History  (Traditions) 

___   Our past is our surest guide to a stable and productive future 

___   Our past is a weight which should be cast aside so that we may progress 

 

4   When dealing with social change  

___  Usually opposes changes to traditional society and the social order 

___  Usually tolerates small gradual changes to the social order (evolutionary change) 

___  Usually supports changes (improvement) to the social system (revolutionary change) 

 

5   When dealing with proposed social change  … 

___  Reason should be the guiding  principle  in determining  our course of action 

___  Tradition is the surest guide to follow in determining our course of action 

 

 

6   Civil Liberties (Freedom of the press, religion, speech, etc) 

___   Generally supports the increase in these rights   

         Generally thinks that we’ve reached a good balance, and we should not push for further increases. 

         Generally thinks we’ve pushed too far with these rights, and we should  be willing to reduce some 

 of them if needed. 

 

7   Separation of Church and State 

___   Separation is generally positive for both institutions 

___   It is impossible to separate the interests of the two.  Both institutions are intertwined. 

 

8   Organized  Religion? 

___   Organized Religion is crucial to the social order and is a fundamental pillar to society 

___   Organized Religion is often an opponent to social progress and rationality 

 

9   The Military 

___   Respect!  It’s one of the traditional institutions that upholds social order.   

___   Guarded / Mistrust / Wary :  The military is often used by government to subjugate its own people. 

 



10   Written Constitutions 

___   Written Constitutions are needed to protect an individual’s rights and liberties (p 661) 

___   Written Constitutions just get in the way of good governance and restrict the legitimate functions of 

 a government 

 

 

11   Political Authority 

___   People should respect and obey the government’s authority (& right to rule) 

___   People should be as free as possible from governmental authority 

 

12   More on Political Authority 

___   Traditional legitimate authorities (monarchies) that have evolved over time should rule   

___   Representative assemblies elected by qualified  (propertied)  voters should rule. 

___   Representative assemblies elected by all adults should rule 

 

13   Individuality vs Community 

___   The community’s needs take precedence over the individual’s desires 

___   The individual’s needs take precedence over the community’s desires 

 

14   Social Class   

___   The strength of a nation is in the hereditary elites.   The middling classes are philistines 

___ The middle class is the source of strength for the nation 

___       The Poor are the backbone of a country. They must have equality. 

 

 

 

15   Economics 

___     Laissez Faire:  individuals should be free from government interference 

           A nation’s economic strength is too important to be left to individuals.   

  Governments should guide the economy to strengthen a nation’s international standing 

___    Governments should regulate the economy to protect the weakest and equalize wealth  

 

 


